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IONOSPHERlC REFRACTION CORRECTIONS 
IN THE GTDS FOR 
SATELLITE-to-SATELLITE TRACKING DATA 
1. INTRODUCTION 
NASA i3 currently exaInining techniques for uti.lizing a Tracking Data 
Relay Satellite SysteIn (TDRSS) to track low orbiting satellites. Such 
a system, employing a relay satellite in a geostationary orbit, has the 
obvious advantage of being able to track satellites over a large portion of 
the globe with only a Ininimum number of ground stations. However the 
TDRSS c',ncept gives rise to other difficulties not otherwise considered 
in the tracking of satellites from the grmmd. One such difficulty is in 
obtaining refraction corrections through large portions of the atmosphere. 
In the TDRSS mode the ray path between target and relay satellites 
frequently traverses large distances, and the inhoInogeneous nature of the 
ionosphere becomes Illuch Inore evident, presenting a far greater problem 
under these drcumstances than in ground tracking. One must contend 
with geographic as well as diurnal ionospheric effects, for the line of sight 
between satellites can cross a day-night interface or lie within the equatorial 
ionosphere. 
The purpose of this effort was to exan"ine these various eHects and to devise 
a Inethod of computing ionospheric refraction corrections to range and range-
rate measurements with sufficient accuracy to be of use in orbit dEteYIninations. 
The ionospheric model for satellite--to-satellite (SST) refraction corrections 
obviously has to be global in scope. The Bent Ionospheric Model (refs. la, lb, lc) 
is ideally suited for this purpose, particularly as it is already incorporated 
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tracking data. The horizontal el",droll den~ity gradients encountered along 
the SST ray paths can thus be generated using this Illodel. The vertical 
density profiles predicted by tlw Bent model are of the form shown in figure (1). 
Making use of the Bent Tot'''spheric Model a method of computing refraction 
corrections through lar 
into the GTDS. Herewith 
Dspheric gradients was devised and impleIllented 
report on the various considerations taken in 
designing and implementing this SST refraction correction algorithm. The 
report is structured as follows. Section II is devoted to a discussion of 
satellite to satellite ray path geometries and of their relation to the ionospheric 
model. Sections III and V describe the developluent and eva)·, 'on of the 
technique used to integrate the horizontal electron density grai ,ents encountered 
along a ray path through the ionosphere. Section IV describes the 
impleIllentation of the technique into the GTDS, including program flow 
diagrams contained in Appendices B to F . 





II. SATELLITE-TO-SATELLITE RAY PATH GEOMETRIES 
One of the first considerations was to define all the possible ray path 
geOlnetries which could be encountered in the SST mode. This was 
necessary to ensure that all possible ways of traversing th" electron density 
n,odel could be accommodated by the algorithm. Since numeric interpolation 
and integration schemes are employed, discontinuities of any kind have to be 
avoided, and particular care must be exercised whenever the ray paths cross 
domains where the electron density profiles take on different functional 
forms. 
Figure 2 represents three of the general categories of orbits considered: 
(1) target satellite above the ionosphere, (2) target satellite high in the 
ionosphere (above the maximum density layer), and (3) target satellite low 
in the ion )sphere (near or below the rrmxL=um density layer). Two additional 
tracking configurations are shown, ground tracking of the relay satellite and 
the target satellite, The ground tracking case must also be included, because 
the ground to relay satellite leg is an integral part of the SST tracking 
geometry. The hnportant features to note about these various geometries 
are discussed below. In addition, five specific satellite to satellite orientations 
are taken up in greater detail, including program flow diagrams, in section 
IV and Appendices B-F. Figure 3 shows some of the parameters, to be 
encountered in the discussion below, which playa significant role L'1 defining 
the electron density gradient function and in the integration of the densities along 
the ray path. Definitions of other terms and parameters used in this report 
can be found in the glossary (Appendix H). 
A. Target Satellite Above the Ionosphere 
This class of orbits gives rise to the longest transionospheric ray paths to be 
encountered. The geometry involved is shown in figure 2 and figure 3 . 





PI and left at point ',. Midway between PI and P2 lies P::;, the point of 
closest approach to the center of the earth. Tracing the target satellite in 
its orbit frOln the time it completes occultation, the following changes in 
the segment (PI, P2) are observed. At first, the ray path enters the 
ionosphere at PI, encounters a density peak at HM, exits through the bottom 
of the ionosphere at PB, reenters the ionosphere at a second point PB, 
encounters another density peak at HM and finally exits once more at P2. 
In effect tV<;Q distinct ionospheres are encountered along the ray path. It is 
important that the density peaks at HM alcng the ray path be properly placed 
and the density correctly evaluated. Errors n1ade at these locations can be 
significant, for the densities here are orders of lTIagnitud" larger than 
at the top and bottom of the ionosphere, 
As the target moves on in its orbit, PC rises higher above the surface until 
it crosses HMYM, the bottom of the ionosphere. At this time, the segment 
(PI, P2) lies entirely in the ionosphere, but two density peaks are still 
encounte,~ed. Care must be exercised to compute the'", ",axin1um densities 
properly in order to minimize possible errors in integrating the total 
electron content along the path. 
Next, .PC approaches the height of maxirnUlTI density HM. In this case 
a significant portion of (PI, P2) lies within the peak density region and special 
attention must be paid not only to obtaining the maximum density, but also to 
calculating accurate density gradients. 
As PC rises further, segn1ent (PI, P2) becon1es shorter, and at the same tilTIe, 
the electron density decreases exponentially. The net effect is a very rapid 
decrease in integrated electron content until the satellite to satellite ray path 
leaves tb" ionosphere entirely. It is difficult to generalize the behavior of 
the range and range rate corrections for satellite to satellite geometries 
because of the n1any variable ionospheric conditions that can be encountered 






















heir.l,t cf maximwn density, etc.). However, for those cases when the target 
satellite is above the ionosphere, the corrections do follow a certain pattern. 
As the target merges from occultation, the range correction increases frmn 
a non-zero value to a maximmn, achieved when PC crosses the peak density 
at HM. From this maxitnum value, the range correction then decreases 
monotonically to zero. The range rate is even more difficult to generalize, 
for it is obtained from the titne rate of change of the range correction. It 
attains a maxiInum value before PC reaches HM, a minimum value as PC rises 
into the exponential layers of the ionosphere, and goes to zero as PC approaches 
the top of the ionosphere. The sequence is TL'peated, (in reverse with 
sign changes on the range rate corrections), as the target satellite approaches 
occultation on the other side of its pass. 
B. Target Satellite' High In The Ionosphere ( above peak density) 
This geometry is similar to the previous case of having a satellite above the 
ionosphere, with the difference that the range correction never goes to zero. 
When the target satellite emerges fron, occultation,the range correction 
increases until PC crosses HM. The correction then declines to a n"linimum, 
which is achieved when the target passes beneath the relay satellite. As the 
target continues in its orbit a second range maximwn is reached when PC 
again crosses HM. The magnitude of the peaks will depend on factors such 
as the height anu inclination of the orbit of the target and, of course, on the 
ionospheric state. li the range correction peaks occur on opposite sides of 
a day-night interface then they could differ in magnitude by a factor of ten. 
Under such circumstances it is not possible to discuss the generai appearance 
of the range rate corrections. 
C. Target Satellite Low In The Ionosphere - (below peak density) 
The SST configurations, in which the target is in an orbit below the peak 
density of the ionosphere, result in the most complex range and range r",te 
correction signatures. The refraction correction is determined by two [actors. 
. ,};,-, .-, - ~ti' -&7#7 .. ----·,'-'., , 5 
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One factor is the g6 _,etric length of th", SST ray path through the ionosphere. 
and the other is the ionospheric state. The geometric effect is such that 
JnaXimUlTl path lengths are achieved near occultation when the point of closest 
appr oach. PC, is still above the bottom of the ionosphere, HMYM, (fig. 3). 
IIi the presence of a homogeneous ionosphere, these positions coincide with 
the position of the range correction maxilna. The maxiIna would be 
symmetrically situated about the midpoillt of c[\ch pass of the target. The real 
ionosphere" however, is inhon10geneous and tbe large scale gt'"adients ~n 
this complex Jl)edium will dominate the g('oJl)etric effects of increased path 
length. Hence the presence of a day to night interface or the crossing of the 
equatorial ionosphere (in the course of a satellite pass), will determine 
the lnagnitude and placement of the range corr<!ction maxima (or maxiInum). 
Typical ionospheric gradients are illustrated in figures 4. For equatorial target 
satellite orbit,;. the day-night (sunrise or sunset) gradients will be of 
greatest Significance, while for pola,' orbits the crossing of the equatorial 
ionosphere will be the dominant ionospheric effect. Orbits of interlnediate 
illclination will be affected by a combination of both of these large gradients 
and the resLiltant range corrections will have the most cOlnplex signatures of all 
SST configurations. J ':1e range rate corrections ar .. ilTlpoS sible to 
dis.cuss in general tern1S for these cases. 
D. Direct Tracking of Satellites From the Ground 
This ray path configuration completes the satellite to satellite trac!~illg loop 
by linking the relay satellite to the ground station. The SST refraction 
aLgorithm developed for the GTDS therefore has the additional capability of 
computing refraction corrections for direct tracking of a target satellite 
frolTl the ground. When tracking the rf'lay satellite, the ionospheric range 
correction to the relay will be nearly constant during the course of one pass 
of the target. Since the relay satellite i,; stationary relative to the ground 
station, the only variation in the range correction will b<' dlw to diurnal 










For direct tracking of the target. the situation is quite different.for the motion 
of the satellite adds a significant factor to the range rate correction. Combining 
geornctric and ionospherir.: effects one can obtain a variation in the range 
correction of a factor of 30 just in the visible sky over one tracking station 
(ref. 6). The variation in range correction will depend on the orbit of the 
target as well as on the ionospheric state. just as it does for SST configurations. 
The d01l1inant factor in the range rate correction tmder these conditions is 
the velocity of th,· :.arget relative to the ground station. In general the rate 
correction should achieve a positive 111axiullLnl as the satellite rises in the 
sky over the station, and a negative maxinluIll as the satellite sets over the 
station. The relative magnitude and placemcnt of these U1axitna depends on 
the ionospheric state. 
" -? '-
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Ill. INTEGRATING TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT ALONG SATELLITE 
TO SATELLITE RAY PATHS , 
The n'lajor problem in computing range and range rate corrections lies in 
aCLurately defining the horizontal electron density gradients which are 
encountered along the large distances characteristic of satellite to satellite 
(SST) ~eometries. A satellite at 1000 km can achieve SST ray path which 
will subtend earth central angles of 80· to 90· totally immersed in the 
ionosphere. Figure 4a gives some idea of the magnitude of the gradients. 
It is a world map of the ionospheric critical frequency fOFZ projected onto 
a shpere at height 300 km above the surface of the earth. fOFZ is related 
to the maximum electron density by the equation 
N. =1. Z4x 1010 x (fOFZ)2 el/m3 (1) 
where fOF2 is in MHz. Figure 4b is a world map of the height of the maximum 
electron density HM. It too shows a highly curnplicated structure. Both of 
these parameters playa critical role in predicting the vertical density profile 
using the Bent model. In addition to providing N •• fOFZ is also one of the 
key parameters used to compute the thickness of the parabolic :regions of the 
profile. and the decay constants in the exponential layers (figure 1). 
In,,>g~· ... ting the profile vertically gives the vertical electron content 
htop 
N v = J N ill) dh 
h. -Ya 
(2) 
Figure 4c shows how this quantity varies globally on a typical day. The 
extent to which the ionosph'are is inhomogeneous becomes strikingly obvious 










A. The Gradient Function 
The total electron content between an" two points, PI and Pl, in the 
. -
ionos~here is obtained by integrating 
Pl 
NT'" .r N (5) ds 
PI 
(3) 
where N(s) iB the electron density function,giving the electron density at 
position s= six, y, z} or s( L e, h) along the path,and L e, h are the longitude, 
latitude, and height above the surface, respectively. Since N(s) does not 
have a simple analytic representation some new means had to be devised to 
perform the integration in eq. 3. Accordingly we chose a quadrature 
integration teclmique. Using quadrature integration it is not necessary 
to know the exact functional form of the integrand. It suffices to have values 
of the integrand at specific "quadrature" points. 
The problem of deali.'1g with a complicated function like N(s) was then reduced 
to computing N(s) at some specific poin~s along the path. To simplify these 
computations N(s) was separated into l parts. The approach was to consider 
the ioncsphere as a three dimensional medium having a vertical electron 
density distribution given by the profile in figure 1. If the ionosphere were 
homogeneous then one such vertical density profile would suffice to define the 
ionosphere any place on th .. globe. Hcwever, the ionospher" is not homogeneous, 
therefore, e~ch location on the globe has its own profile. But, since the profiles 
all have the same basic shape it is possible to separate this basic height 
dependence from the positional variations. The basic height dependence is 
represented by a reference profile Nref ( \oef' ~ef' h). The positional 
dependence is then reduced to perturbations or deviations from the reference 
profile which arc represented mathematically by a function G(s), called 
the gradient function. Along any ray path the line of sight electron density 
distribution N(B) is then given by ~ reference profile modifled by a 
gradient function, as in eq. 4. 










N(s) =Nref 0. t" 8 f' h) * G(s) re re (4) 
Figure 5 may be helpful in illustrating the relationship between the functions 
N, Nref and G. It now remains to evaluate the gradient function G which,' 
b equation 4, is 
G(s) ~ N(s) 
N ref (!, f' 9 f ' h) re re 
B. The Deviation Fun.ction 
(5). 
During the course of numerical evaluations of the function G it became expedient 
to represent the gradi,~nt function as 
G(s) ~ 1 + 0 (s) (6) 
In this form 0 (s) isolates the deviation of the density at s from the 
reference profile density. For this reason 0 (s) is called the deviati,')n 
function. Now, by equations 5 and 6 
o(s) _ N (s) 
- l'i-ef (}cf ' 9 f ' h) re 
-1 (7a) 
Equation 7a is the defining equation of the deviation function. 
If the variable s is replaced by spherical positional parameters ~, e, and 
h, ii: may become clearer how I) is evaluated in a practical application. 
5(s) = N (L e ,h) N .(1.. .• 8 f .h rel rei re 
-1 (7b) 
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6 (s) is defined at several discrete points (up to 22 points in the SST 
formulation) between the ends of the ray path, thereby producing a table 
of values, !l. (s. ), where 
1 1 
N. ('A., e. ,h.) 
1 1 1 1 
6. (d = N ( e h ) 
1 1 f' A f' f" 1 e ,Ire re 1 
-1 (7c) 
Theoretically any reference profile could be used to evaluate the 6 . 
1 
in eq. 7c. However, when defining 6 (s) using only a few discrete points, 
it was found necessary (in order to maximize nmnerical accuracy) to choose 
the reference profile at the point (A f ,e "HM) a long the ray path where the 
re re.1. 
maximum electron density is encountered. All the profile parameters are 
generated at the location (A f • 8 f) using the Bent Ionospheric Model. 
re re 
They are later used, as needed. to compute the densities N f . at the 
re ,1 
heights h. . Once·the reference profile has been chosen, the densities N. 
1 1 
are con1puted. To do this a complete iOlwspheric profile, i. e. a complete 
set of profile parameters, is predicted by the Bcnt Model, at each location 
( A. ,8. ) in turn. Using the profile parameters. the density N. at each 
1 1 1 
point (A.., e .• h. ) is obtained by substituting the height h. into the equations 
1 1 1 1 
definJ.Dg the profile. The profile equations are listed on figure 1. 
To obtain values of 6 at intermediate points of the 6.(s.) table.several 
1 1 
numericat techniques were investigated. The first approach was to represent 
6 by a simple polynomial. Based on examinations of world maps of fOF2 
and N (figures 4a and 4c) it appeared that a polynomial of 1 st or 2nd 
v , 
order would suit the mid and high latitude regions of the ionosphere while a 
3rd or 4th order polynomial would fit the equatorial regions. AccordingLy, 
6was computed at numerous points al'mg various ray paths and polynomials 
were fitted to these data in a least squal'es sensc. It wa,S necessary to go to 
sixth order fits before numerical results bccame stable enough to pclrform 
range differencing. F~~s of this order would require too many data points. 
hence, the polynOlnial representation of 6 was 
t;op "~s::'.Ni % _4L " ,M-oP'!IihC£ = ""' .. * f'i .. 
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abandonned, and instead, numerical interpolation schemes were investigated. 
Interpolation using a cubic spline technique (ref. 3) was finally chosen as 
the most satisfactory means of defining b at intermediatE' points in the 
5. (s.) table. 
1 1 
Details concerning the number of points needed to 
accurately define 0, as well as the placement of those points, ar,e discussed in 
section V below. 
As previously mentioned, the reference profile is always chosen at the 
point of highest density along a ray path. For direct tracking of satelliteo 
from the ground, this point occurs when the ray path crosses HM. In the SST 
mode it is possible for the ray path to cross HM twice. In such cases, the 
ray path is divided tnto two legs, the division being lllade at ,·the point of 
closest approach, PC. A separate reference profile and deviation function 
are then obtained for each leg. For the cases when PC is above HM, the 
reference profile is chosen at PC. for. being the lowest point in the ionosphere, 
PC becomes the highest density point on the ray path. For those geometries 
where the target satellite itself is the lowest point in the ionosphere, the 
reference profile is chosen at the target satellite. 
This concludes the dencription of how the electron density is cOlllputed, at any 
point along an integration path through the ionosphere, as the product of a 
reference profile and a gradient function. Both the reference profile and 
the gradient function have been defined and discussed. Let us now turn to the 
problem of actually integrating the electron density N(s) from point PI to 
point P2, as required by equation 3. 
C. Defining The Integration Path 
The integration of the total electron content now proceeds according to 
equation 8, obtained by substituting eqs. 6 and 4 into eq. 3. 
P2 

















The integration in eq.1l is executed d 3suming the path (PI, P2} i~ a straight line 
(refer to figure 3 for definition of points). To assume straight liue radio 
propagation means that effects of refractive bending are being neglected. 
This assumption is valid for satellite to satellite trackin~,since at S-band 
frequencies refractive bending is negligible. 
The integlion interval (PI, Pl) is not always treated as a single interval. 
The interval is sometimes split into two intervals (PC. PI) and (PC, PZ) 
and the integrations then summed. The distinction between these two modes 
of integration is made on the basis of the position of the point of closest 
approach, PC, relative to the height of maximum density HM. If PC 
is above HM, then only one deviation function is defined for the entire path 
(with reference profile at PC) and the interval (PI, Pl) is not split at PC. 
lf PC falls below HM. an<~ PC lies between PI and PZ. the path is divided 
at PC into the two intervals (PC, PI) and (PC,Pl). Each of these two intervals 
has its own deviation function, defined with respect to a reference profile 
cOlTlputed at the intersection of the ray path with HM. In the event that PC 
falls below the ionosphere, the intervals become (PB,PI) and (PB,Pl). 
For those SST configurations in which the target satellite lies on the near 
side of the earth, as seen from the relay satellite, i. e. PC lies outside 
the interval (PI, P2) (see figure 3), then the interval (PI, P2) is not divided. 
A single deviation function is computed in these cases, relative to a reference 
profile chosen either at HM, or at the target, if the target is above HM. 
The purpose in distinguishing hetween these various ray path configurations, 
is to ensure an accurate definition of the density gradients along the path 
(PI, Pl), particularly when the path traverses the region "round the peak 
electron density at HM. 
In performing an actual integration, the interval (PI, P2) is further subdivided 




reference profile (fig. 1). The encl points of these segment~ correspond to th~ 
layer hei-ghts HMYM (bottom of the ionosphare), HlI.1, Hu, HI, H~. lOOt' lan, 
lOOO km, and 3500 km. This segmentation of the integration inte.v .. ! if; 
necessitated by the requirement of quadrature integration that the function 
lo be integrated and its derivatives be continuous over the integration interval. 
To meet these requirements, the integration of equation 8 by quadrature must 
therefore proceed in steps through the layers over which the reference profile 
does not change analytical form. 
D. Numerical Integration of the Total Electron Content 
The Gaussian quadrature method (ref. 4) was selected to evaluate the total 
electron content according to equation 8. Gaussian integration is performed 
as follows: 
b n S f (y) dy b-a I f (Yi) + R n = w. l 1 (9) 
a i=l 
b - a b+a ) y. = (-l- )X; + ( l 1 (10) 
x. = Zeros of the Legendre Polynomials P (x) 
1 n 
weights 
l [p~ (X~ 2 W. = (l-x.f 1 
1 
remainder R = Ib - a l
ln 
+1 In!) '" l In+l f (In) (0 
n (In+l) [!In) ! J 3 
Tables of the values of x. and w. can be found in many standard texts on 
1 1 
nUIl1erical techniques, including ref. 4. 
Equation 8 can now be rewritten according to equation 9 to produce the form 

















.... ".$ .4ii)!4LI' 
Jr. Sj+l - S. nf 
= 2, ! w. N f (sd ( l+{) (sd (11) 2 1 re j .t ( i=l I ) 
S'+l + S. ] 1 
si =( Sj+l - S ) whelre .-L Xi + (12) 2 2 
and S. 
J 
= position along the ray path (Pa, Ph) whi.ch intersects the height 
of the bottom of the jth layer of the reference profile 
.t = index of the lowest profile layer encountered along the interval 
(Pa, Pb) 
ITl = index of the highest profile layer encountered along the interval 
(Pa, Pb) 
St = position corresponding to lowest height attained by path (Pa, Pb) 
in traversing the ionosphere 
S = position corresponding to highest height attained by path (Pa, Pb) 
m 
in traversing the ionosphere 
Pa, Pb = limits of integration corresponding to integration intervals 
(PI, P2), (PC, P2), (PC, PI), (PB, PI), (PB, P2), as appropriate 
for each SST ,ray path 
N
ref = reference profile 
{) = deviation function defining density gradients between points 
Pa and Pb in the ionosphere 
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n. = number of quadrature points used to wtegrate electron density 
J 
in jth layer; nj =4 fOT j=l and nj=3 for j=Z, 3, ••• 7 
Equation 11 is the form in which integrations are carried out for SST 
configurations. The first step in evaluating equation 11 is to determine 
the limits of the j - sum, i.e. the summation over layers, as set by the 
configuration geometry. This procedure was described in section ill C, above. 
I ntegration then proceeds from layer 1 to layer m. 
The quadrature weights and points. w. and x" appropriate for each layer are 
1 1 
obtained from tables. The minimum number of points, n., required to 
J 
accurately integrate N f (1+0 ) through each layer, was determined in a 
re 
series of evaluation runs in which quadrature integrations were compared 
with ray tracing calculations. In the course of these evaluations it was 
found that at least 4 quadrature points were needed to integrate through the 
fir~t (hi-parabolic) layer of the ionosphere, and at least 3 quadrature points 
were needed for each of the six topside layers (one parabolic and five 
e"'''ponenti ... l layers). 
Using the aFpropriate quadrature points for the layer lying between points 
Sj and Sj+l along the ray path, equation 12 provides the positions si at which 
the deviation function 0 and the reference electron density N f are to be 
re 
evaluated. The reference density is obtained by substituting the height hi 
corresponding to the point Sl' (i. e. si=s ( A., 9., h.)) into the ionospheric 
1 1 1 
profile equations (fig. 1) containing the reference profile paraITleters. The 
deviation function is interpolated at s. using a cubic spline interpolation as 
1 
described in section ill-B, above. The products w· * N f (sd * (1+5 (s,) ) 
1 re l-
a're then forITled and sUITlmed, and the totals for each layer added according 
to equation 11. 
If the integration interval (PI, P2) (see figure Z) has been split into two 
intervals, as described in'section III-C, then this summation procedure is 
repeated saperately for each interval and the results are then added to produce 
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a total electron content, NT , between points PI and PZ. This is the basic 
quantity which is used to compute the ionospheric refraction correction to 
range measurements. As described in section IV, a simple scaling of NT 
by the tracking frequency produces the r .. nge correction. 
Details of some of the evaluations undertaken during the development of this 
refraction correction technique are discussed in section V below. These 
include studies of the definition of the deviation function, the selection of 
the integration paths, and the definition of the minimum number of points 
required to perform accurate quadrature integration of equation 8. 
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RANGE AND RANGE RATE CORRECTIONS 
Derivation of the Ionospheric Refraction Corrections to Range and 
Range Rate 
The refraction corrections to range and range rate are obtained according 




= f" NT 
• llR (t+ A t) - AR (t) Range-rate: llR = 
II t (14) 
where the total content NT is defined in equation (3) and evaluated according to 
equation 8, f is the tracking frequency in Hz, II t is in seconds and llR and 
llR are in nwters and noeters/sec., respectively. The range and the range 
rate corrections so defined have opposite effects on their respective 
observable quantities because of the different manner of propagation of the 
signals from which the ranges and rates are extracted. 
Ranges are obtained froIll the Illodulation of the carrier wave of the tracking 
signal, whereas range rates are deduced fronl doppler counts (phase Dleasure-
Dlents). The modulated carrier propagates as a wave group through the 
ionosphere and its behavior is characterized by the group index of refraction n g 
Since the ionosphere is a dispersive DlediuDl the group and phase (n ) indices 
p 
of refraction are not equal. Hence, phase propagation must be characterized 
by th" phase index of refraction. Fortunately, at S-band frequencies ng and 










For satellite tracking frequencie", the App1eton- Hartree equation (ref. 2) 
s illlplifie s to 
N 1 -k-;r f (16a) 
whe!"e k= (e'" /4 TT" • 0 lll) =SO. 5 and i is in Hz. By using the binolllia1 
expansion and equation (15), we get 
(16b) 
Using the binolllia1 expansion again and substituting for k, eqs. (16) 
reduce to the more fallliliar 
40.3 N ~ = 1 - fa 




One can now define the radio path R of a signal propagating through the 
ionosphere (figure 6) 
Pa 
R = J n ds • 
P 1 
Substituting eq s. (17) 
Pa 
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where Ro is the straight line range in the absencE; of any ionosllhere. Equation (19' 
defines the range correction 11R (equation 13), such that 
R=Ro + 11R 
Hence for phase and group measurements the radio paths are 
R = Ro - 11R phnse 
(20a) 
R =Ro +11R group 
{20b) 
Range measJrements are then corrected according to 
Range d = Range + 11R 
'lneasu-re 'Q'acuurn 
(2lb) 
while range - rates (phase measurements) according to the time derivative 
of eq. (20a) 
• 
Range-rate d = Range-rate 
measure vacUUt11 
11R (2ia) 
In applying corrections to observations in the GTDS, the convention is such 
that the corrections are always subtracted from the observations, therefore 
• 
Range-rate =Range-rate - (-11R)=Range-rate 
measured, corrected measured vacuutn 
(22a) 
Range oRange -. 11 R=Range m~asured, corrected rt1easured v::t:cuum (22b) 
Equation (22a) shows why the sign on the range rate correction is always 





An excellent discussion" of this phenomenon from an eltlctrical engineering 
standpoint can be found in ref. lc . 
B. Correcting tlttl SST Data 
Integration of the total electron content encountered along SST ray paths 
through the ionosphere is controlled in the GTDS by subroutine IONSST. 
Th,,, selection of integration paths and the definitions of gradient {unctions is 
all performed in this subroutine. Program flow diagram"s of IONSST can be 
found in Appendix B. 
For illustration purposes, five test cases have been traced through the flow 
diagrams of IONSST for various SST geometries. The flow of the logic for 
each case is traced by a heavy line in Appendices B through F. Included ar~ 
three cases involving a single integration path but with differently defined 
reference profiles, one case involving two integration paths requiring two 
separate reference profiles, and one case depicting direct tracking from the 
ground. The geometries are illustrated in figures 7 through II, and the 
significant points to note for each case are sUlllmarized below. 
Case 1 (figure 7) - The target satellite is in the topside ionosphere above HM, 
and is located between PC and P2. The deviation function is defined relative to 
a reference profile at PI, and from Z to 9 points are used to define the function 
over the interval (PI, PZ). The exact number of points depends on the height 
of the point of closest approach, PC,and on the length of the path (PI,PZ). 
The closer PC approaches HM, the larger the number of points used to specify 
the deviation function. The integration intel'val (Pl, PZ) is divided into 
stlgments corresponding to the topside layc,'s 01 Lhe reference profile, and 
three-point Gaussian quadrature is used tiC integrate the electron content 
through each of these segments. The flow diagram for case 1 is in Appendix B. 
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Case 2 (figure B) - The target satellite is above the ionosphere. PC lies 
above HM so only one reference profile (at PC) is used to define the 
deviation function between PI and P2. Again, depending on the height of PC 
and the length of the path (PI, P2), anywhere from 3 to 17 points, spaced at 
intervals of equal earth central angle, are used to specify the deviation 
function over the interval (PI, PZ). Integration then proceeds in layer 
segment from PI to PZ using tois deviation function and the reference profile. 
The integration through each segment is executed by a 3-point Gaussian 
quad.raturc. The flow diagram for caSe 2. is in Appendix C. 
Case 3 (figure 9) - The target satellite is in the bottomside ionosphere 
below the maximum density layer HM. The position of HM ... long the path 
(PI,PZ) is obtained by an iterative process. This being the maxbnum density 
encountered along. the path, the reference profile is computed at this location. 
Next, a profile is computed at PI in order to define the deviation function 
at this point. A comparison is n1ade between the bottoms ide ionospheres 
at PI and at the reference profile. If it is found that the ionosphere at PI 
extends to a lower height than at the reference point HM, then the bottOInside 
of the reference profile is modified to reflect this difference. This is 
achieved by setting the reference profile parameter YM (ref) to the value of 
YM at Pi. This precaution is taken to avoid divisions by zero when defining the 
bottom of the ionosphere. The deviation function definition is then completed 
using up to 9 points spaced at equal earth central angles along (PI, PZ). An 
additional point is placed halfway between PI and HM to improve numdrical 
accuracy. In the event that the earth central angle subtended by (PI,PZ) is 
less than three degrees, gradients are neglected and the deviation function is 
set to zero. Integration proceeds from PI to PZ in layer segments. The 
first segment from PI to HM is integrated using 4 quadrature points, while 
the six topside segments are integrated with 3 quadrature points. The flow 
diagran1 for case 3 is in Appendix D. 
Case 4 (figure 10) - The target satellite is within the ionosphere in a position 











that the ray path ',xits and reenters the ionosphere at the points PB. These points 





Ill" I be solved for iteratively. The path (PI, PZ) ill now subd'vide"d into 
l intervals, (PB, Pl) and (PB, PZ). Reference profiles for each of these 
intervals are computed "':: the pOil1ts HM, which must also be found by iteration. 
Tests are made t" rletermine if the bottomside reference profiles need t,~ be 
extended relative to the bottoms ide at the points PB. This is to ensurt'. 
properly d< finell deviation functions in the bottoms ide ionosphere, as discussed 
il! the example of case 3. A separate deviation function is defined for each 
interval using up to 9 points, spaced at equal parth central angles. An additional 
point is placed midway between PB and HM. Two integrations are then 
performed, layer by layer, froITl PB to Pl, and from PB to PZ. The 
results of the separate integrations are added to produce a net total electron 
content for the path (Pl,PZ). The flow diagram for case 4 is in Appendix E. 
Ca~e 5 (figure III -' Direct tracking of a satellite from the ground. The 
integr.\tion interval is (PB. PZ). If the satellite is above the ionosphere, P2 
corresponds to the top of the ionosphere at 3500 km. If tl".<! satellite is within 
the ionusphere, P2 c01l1cides with the satellite position. The intersections 
at PB and at HM are found iter:..tively. The reference profile is computed at 
HM along the interval (PB,P2),and from 2 to 7 points are used to define the 
deviation function over this interval. For high elevation angles when the earth 
central angle subtended by (PB, P2) is less than 3 0 , gradients are negL",cted 
and the deviation function is set to zero. Integration now proceeds by 
quacirature from the first layer up to a maximum of seven layers. The flow 
diagram for caSe 5 is in Appendix F. 
Once the integration has been completed a return is made to subroutine 
CORSST. It is here that the one-way range and range rate corrections are 
cOlnputed and applied to the observations, as specified by equations 23, Z4 and 
<'- s. 
DMR = 40. 3 N I (relay! 
2 
1 +_1_)+ f2 f 2 
up dwn 
..0.3 Nr(SST) 
fa SST (23) 
~ .. -, 







DMR (T+DELT) -DMR(T) 
DELT (l4) 
OMl = OMl - DMR/IOOO (Range Observations) (lSa) 
OM2 = OMl - DRATE/lOOO (Range rate Observations) (l5b) 
where NT (relay) = total electron content for the ground to relay 
sate llite link 
NT (SST) = Total electron content for the relay to target satellite 
link 
f • fd • [ST " uplink, downlink, and satellite to satellite 
up wn S 
I.rac1..i.ng frequencies. 
DMR =range correction in meters 
DRATE = range rate correction in meters/sec 
OM2 " tracking data observation (GTDS notation) in kITl of range 
or knl/sec of range rate. 
The program flow diagram for subroutine CORSST is found in Appendix A. 
Since it takes two successive range observations to cornpute a range difference, 
the range rate correction is set to zero if the first observation in any pass 
is a range rate. Furthermore, if the time interval, DELT, between successive 
range rate observations is too large ( > 10 minutes), DRATE is again set to 
zero and the range differencing i~ reinitialized, as for the beginning of a new 
pass. For those cases when the time interval is too small ( < I second), 
DRATE is not evaluated, and instead, th" last computed value of DRATE 
is used. 













C. Accuracy of the Corredions 
The ionospheric refraction correction algorithm for satellite to satelLte 
tracking data described in this report has not yet been evaluated. Test runs 
using tracking data from the ATS-6 to GEOS-3 SST configuration indicate 
that the algorithm has been successfully integrated into the GTDS. The 
refraction corrections computed by the algorithm, for this configuration, 
range from 0.5 to 10 meters for range measurenlents and from 0.1 to 1. 0 
em/sec for range rates, at frequencies near 2 GHz. Although they are of the 
right order of magnitude, the corrections appear to be lower than expected 
by perhaps a factor of 2 or 3 in the range correction. Some numeric 
inconsistendes have also been noted, between the integrations in the ground 
to relay link and the relay to target link. Hence, definitive conclusions 
regarding the accuracy of the SST refraction correction algorithm must be p~t 
off pending further testing and evaluations. 
Some comments can, however, be made regarding the expected accuracy of 
the refraction cOl"rections. The approach of using a l"eference profile, in 
conjunction with a gradient function, to represent electron density variations 
between two points in the ionosphere, was thoroughly tested in a ground 
tracking configuration for a satellite above the ionosphere. Though this did 
not provide a compl(,te test of the technique, the ground tracking mode did 
allow an in-depth evaluation of all the requisite nUlnerical techniques including 
quadrature integration through the ionospheric profile, definiUon of the deviation 
function and spline interpolation of the deviation function. Furthermore, some 
similarities do exist between the two modes. For example, the longest 
path through the ionosphere [or ground tracking occurs at 0 0 elevation when the 
path subtends an earth central angle of about 40 0 • The longest path in the 
SST nlode is about 500 , as measured from the point of closest approach to 
the top of the ionosphere. Although the total path in the SST case is 100 0 , 
for integration purpose it would be treated as two 500 intervals. Hence, the 
low elevation angle lines of sight in the ground tracking mode can provide a 















fair approximation of SST g .. ometries. 
Range corrections in the ground tracking tests were fOllnd to agree with ray 
trace results to within 10/0 (though with some exceptions) when the deviation 
function was defined by as few as 7 points. The limiting accuracy in 
computing the corrections was entirely dependent on the definition of the 
deviation function, and not on the quadrature integration or spline interpolation. 
Hence, with deviation functions defined by using a few more points (up to 9 or 10). 
it should be possible to achieve the saIne 1% accuracy in r<lnge correction for 
any SST configuration. 
The accuracy of the range rate corrections will vary with the accuracy of the 
range corrections. Experience with ground tracking geometries indicates 
that for accuracies of 1% in the range corrections the range rates should be. 
good to within 2% to 4%. Confirmation of this estimate will have to await 
further testing. 
A more detailed discussion of the ground based evaluation run!; can be found 























V. EVALUATION OF THE SST REFRACTION CORRECTION ALGORITHM 
To date, the refraction correction algorithm as it is implemented in the 
GTDS, has not been evaluated. However, the numerical techniques employed 
in the o.lgorithm were thoroughly tested in the course of program devel-
opment. The tests were made using a configuration in which a ground sta-
tion tracks a satellite in orbit above the ionosphere (ref. 7). At low elevation 
angles, ground to satellite ray paths in the ionosphere can be as large 
as 40· of earth central angle. Though this is not as long as some of 
the SST ray paths, these low elevation cases traverse enough ionosphere 
to encounter substantial density gradients. As a result it, was possible to 
confirm the validity of representing the variations in electron density in 
the ionosphere as the product of a refere'nce profile and a gradient function. 
The ground station at which the evaluation tests were made, was located 
at Kashhna, Japan (lal: = 35:95, long = 140~7 ) and the evaluations were run 
for 12h U.T. on 15 January 1969. The date was chosen to coincide with 
solar maximum, and the location was selected because of its proximity to 
the geomagnetic equator where electron density gradients are high. The 
ionospheric state for this date and time is illustrated in the world maps 
of figures 4. Integrations of total electron content were carried out by 
ray tracing along Lines of sight selected at 30· intervals in azhnuth and for 
19 elevations. From O· to 10· the elevations were incremented in steps 
of 1·, from 10· to 30· the elevations were increIllented in st"ps of 5·, and 
from 30· to 90· in steps of 15 0 • 
At low elevations, up to 150 density points were computed to define the elec-
tron densi~y variations along each line of sight. The points were generated 
at intervals of 20 km along the path, from the bottom of the ionosphere to a 
height of 1000 km, then at 200 km intervals froITl 1000 km to 3500 kIll. At this 
height the ionosphere was cut off. As the line of sight approached vertical 
incidence, the total nUITlber of generated points decreased to approxinlately 60. 
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The ray tracing program (ref. 5) is a double precision arithmetic application 
of Snell's Law in spherical form. Numerical integration of the equations, 
relating ray bending and electron content to changing local elevation angle 
and refractivity, was performed layer by layer through the ionosphere to 
provide the total electron content. The integration steps were 1 km in 
height below 1000 kIll and 5 km for heights above 1000 km. Integration of 
the density through each step was carried out using a 3-point SiIllpson's 
rule. Electron densities at positions in between the 60 to 150 precoIllputed 
density points were provided to the ray tr:<ce program by interpolation. 
Below the maximum density the interpolation was of fourth order. Above 
maxiIllum density the interpolation was quadratic in the parabolic layer and 
logarithmic in the exponential layers. Comparisons with analytic integration 
at vertical incidence inmcated the ray trace total electron content was 
accurate to 1 part in 108 . 
The ray trace results served as benchmarks for evaluating the gradient 
function technique. The main iteIlls of interest were to determine the 
IniniIllum number of points needed for accurate Gaussian integration thr.ough 
the gradients and to optimize the calculation of the devi :.tion function. 
A •• Optimizing the Tabula1;ion of the Deviation Function 
The deviation function f> dellcing the electron density gradients between 
two points PI and PZ in the ionosphere is computed at equally spaced 
intervals of earth central angle between the two points. The nUIllber of 




= H+l8xl05 + 
ECA 
7.S 
where ECA is the oarth central angle (in dcgretls) sllbtended by the interval 
(PI, PZ), and H ( in Illeters) is the height of closest approach to the surface of 















computer so that it returns a fractionless integer. The definition of NOPF 
is such that more weight is placed on the lower regions of the ionosphere, 
where the gradients are expected to be the most significant. Hence, for 
ray paths crossing through or near the peak density, NOPF returns its 
maximum value of 8 intervals. For the cases when the point of closest 
approach, PC, lies between PI and PZ (see figure 3), the ECA is measured 
from PC, and NOPF is then separately determined for (PC,Pl) and (PC,PZ). 
This means that as many as 16 intervals may be used in defining b along 
some of the longer transionospheric ray paths. Up to two more points 
may be added to these, as follows: (1) the point HM, if it lies on the ray path, 
and (Z) a point halfway between HM and the lowest point encountered along 
the path. It is therefore possible to have a /) defined by as many as ZZ 
points (counting end points). 
The function NOPF was determined on the basis of comparisons with the 
ground based ray tracing calculations. For each line of sight in the benchmark 
cases described above, the deviation function was corn.puted at fifteen 
heights. In each case, the reference profile was at the peak electron density. 
Different corn.binations of the heights, varying from as few as 6 to all 15 points, 
were then used to define the deviations along the lines of sight. Quadrature 
integration produced a set of range corrections which could be corn.pared to 
the exact ray trace calculations along .each ray path. Some of the results of 
these comparisons are presented in Tables 1, Z, and 3. The labels in the 
tables rn.ean the following: 
analytical - analytic integration thru the ionosphere assuming 
a homogeneous profile at HM 
nwnerical - Gaussian quadrature integration through the 
ionosphere assuming a homogeneous profile at HM 
numerical - (least squares) - quadrature integra.tion with 
gradients given by 6th order polynomial fitted by 
least squares 
numerical - (spline) - quadrature integration with gradients 
given by cubic spline interpolation through different 
sets of points 
' ... ' 





The range and range dHference corrections are in meters. Angle corrections 
are in mrad. The percentage difference for each entry is taken relative to 
the ray trace result and is given by 
0/0 diff = computed value - ray trace 
ray trace 
The range differences were obtained by differencing the printed value of the 
range correction with the value at the previous elevation angle. Below 10· 
elevativn this meant differencing range corredions over a 10 angle interval. 
FrOlll ISO to 30° t4e differencing was over SO angle interval, and from 
4So to 90° the interval was 15°. This exercise was not meant to simulate 
range rate corrections but rather to check for numerical stability in successive 
calculations of the range corrections. 
The heights at which 0 was cOITlputed were I-IM-O.7SYM, HM-O. S8YM, 
HM-O.SYM, Hl\,j -0.33YM, I-1M, lIM+lSOkITl, HO+Hl, HI, 
2 
H l+H2 , H2 .• 
2 
6S0 km, 8S0 kITl, IS00 km, and 3000 km. The quantities YM, HO,Hl, and 
HZ are profile parameters as defined in figure 1. In early tests, only one 
point was used below HM and the highest point taken was at lSOO km. This 
proved to be inadequate to properly define the slopes of f> at t':le end points, 
and since the spline interpolation exhibited a marked dependence on the slopes 
of f> at these points, additional heights had to be included. Therefore the 
points at HM - O. 75YM and at 3000 km were added into the calculation of f>, 
for the sole purpose of allowing mere accurate calculations of the first and 
second derivatives at HM-O. S8YM ,~nd at lSOO km. 
The combination of points ITlarked 1,2,13,9 and 10 in Tables 1,2 and 3, was 
the smallest number of points which still provided a consistently accurate 
set of range and range difference corredions at all elevations and all azimuths. 
The apparently large relative errors in the range differences seen in Tables lb, 




in that particular azimuthal direction. In other words, percentage errors can 
sometimes be deceiving. 
The combination 1,2.,13,9,10 corresponded to tbe seven heights HM-O. 75YM, 
HM-0.58YM, HM, HM+l50, 850,1500, and 3000. It should be noted that this 
deviation function,derived at a combination of heights which are not tied 
to the reference profile parameters, proved to be numerically more stable than 
the deviation functions whose defining heights were dependent on the reference 
profile. Furthermore it became evident in the course of this study that 
the points which most affected the accuracy of /) were the three points 
HM-.58YM, HM, and HM+l50. This indicates that great care must be taken 
to properly define the gradients along that portion of ray path which traverses 
the ionosphere within : 150 km of the peak density. 
The optimum number of points needed for ground tracking at low elevation 
angles is seven. Since SST ray paths may be as much as 2.00/. longer than 
such low angle cases, the optimum number of points for the longest SST 
ray paths was therefore set to nine. This seems a reasonable first guess at 
the optimum number of points to use in defining deviation functions in SST 
geometries. Further work must be done in this area to properly define the 
point function NOPF. 
B. Optimi;dng the Quadrature Integration 
The initial evaluations of Gaussian quadrature integration of the Bent 
ionospheric profile (fig. 1) were performed assuming a hOlnogeneous 
ionosphere with no gradients (ref.8). Under these assumptions, integration 
errors of less than 0.01% at all elevations were achieved using 3-point 
Gaussian quadrature in the bottornside bi-parabolic layer and 2. quadrature points in 
each of the si.x topside layer,; (a total of 15 points). Increasing the number 
of quadrature points to 4 and 3, respectively, was sufficient to cut the errors 










In an attempt to reduce the total number of quadrature points, the integration 
liITlits were modified by merging several layers. Thus, instead of integrating 
through 7 distinct profile layers. thenulnber of integration layers was 
reduced to 3. The integration tests were again repeated using 4 and 5 layers. 
The fewer the number of layers. the more quadrature points were required 
to obtain accurate integrations. In fact, it took from 25 to 30 quadrature 
points in these tests to achieve the 0.01% accuracies obtained when integrating 
thru the seven analytic layers of the profile. Hence, it was resolved that 
all quadrature integration of the Bent ionospheric profile would be carried out 
between the liITlits of the ionospheric layers. As expected. in the presence of 
gradients. more quadrature points are required to maintain integration accuracy. 
The r .. sults of the numerical integrations listed in Tables 1,2. and 3 were 
all obtained using 4 quadrature points ill the bottomside and 3 points in 
each of the topside layers. The range corrections are found to agree with 
ray trace results to within 1% relative accuracy. Increasing the number of 
quadrature points to 6 and 5, respectively, had little or no effect on the 
range corrections. The changes that were noted were in no case larger than 
0.05% in the range and they provided no net improvement to the corrections. 
However, the increased nUITlber of points did add some numerical stability to 
the calculat;ons. for the range difference error were reduced by as much as 
a factor of 2 ! The number of quadrature points used in the GTDS formulation 
of the SST refraction correction algoritlnn has been left at 4 and 3 pending 
evaluations using real range rate data, at which tiITle these numbers may 
be increased as necessary. 
One can conclude from these cOITlparisons that in the present formulation. 
it is the spline function and not the quadrature integration which sets the 
limit on the accuracy .)f the refraction corrections. 




Comparison of the refraction correction algorithm against ray trace 
calculations coniirIlls the hypothesis that electron density variations in the 
ionosphere can be represented as the product of a reference profile and a 
gradient function. The reference profile represents the basic ve~tical 
distribution of electrons while the gradient function Illoc!ifies the vertical 
distribution to fit the actual density along a particular line of sight. The 
gradient function is computed, in tabular form at specified points, as the 
deviation of the electron density from the reference profile density. Up to 
twenty two such points may be used to specify the deviations. Values of the 
deviations at points between table entries are obtained by interpolation 
using a cubic spline. The reference profile for any integration path is 
defined at the point at which maximum electron density is encountered. 
Integration of the reference profile and deviation function proceeds in 
layers corresponding to the layers over which the reference profile 
maintains its analytical form. The integration is performed by Gaussian 
quadrature using 4 quadrature points in the bottOlTlside layer of the ionosphere 
and 3 quadrature points in each of the tOpD,de layers. 
The refraction correction algorithm has been successfully implemented into 
the GTDS, and it was used to correct SST range and range rate observations 
of the GEOS-3 satellite as relayed from ATS-6. At S-band, computed 
corrections for this orbit varied fronl 0.5 to 10 Illeter for range measureIllents 
and O. 1 to 1 em/sec for range rates. The accuracy of these values is not 
known at present, and in light of certain inconsistencies which have been 
noted in some ran~e correction calculations, not much lTIore can be said 
about the GEOS refraction corrections at this time. 
Ground tracking of a satellite, at low elevation angles and through regions 
of large electron density gradients was used to simulate SST geometries. 











Comparison of al.prithm calculations with ray trace results at these low 
elevations indicates that errors of less than 1% can be achieved for range 
corrections and error levels of 2% to 40/0 can be achieved for range 
differences. The limiting factor in achieving or irnpeoving these error levels 
is the deviation fmlction. From ground based results it is expected that 
22 points, properly distributed, should suffice to attain these accuracies 
for the worst case SST configurations. Confirmation of this will have to 
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Figure 1. The electron density profile of the Bent Ionospheric Model. 
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Figure Z. Eoarople of 3 types of SST configurations and 2 types of ground 
track configurations. (Pl,P2).(Pl,PB). and (PB,PZ) are 
those segITlents of the ray paths for which ionospheric 
refraction needs to be computed. 
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Figure 3. Definitions of some of the important points and 
parameters used in obtaining satellite-to-satellite ionospheric 
refraction corrections. Further explanations and definitions 
can be found in the glossary (Appendix H). 
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Fig. ta. World Map of Ionospheric Critical Frequency fOF2 in MHz at 12 h U. T. on 15 January 1969. 
Contours are Plotted Every to MHz. 
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rig. 4.b. Worfd Map of Height of Maximin Ionospheric Electron Density Hmax at 12 h U.T. on 
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Fig. 4i.C. World Map of Integrated Vertical Electron Content Nr as Predicted by Bent Ionospheric Model 
in Units of 1017 el/sq. meter at 12 h U.T. on 15 January 1969. 
Contours Every 5 x 1016 ell sq.m. 
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Figure 6. Radio propagation through the ionosphere. 
R is the radio path, G is the straight line or in 
vacuo path 




































Target satellite in the ionosphere above maximu.m 
density layer HM; single integration path from PI 













Figure 8. Target satellite above the ionosphere; single integration 
·path from PI to P2; reference profile at PC. 
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Figllre 9. Target satellite in the lowest layer of 
the ionosphere (below height of rnaxirnwn 
density HM); single integration path from PI 
to P2; reference profile at HM. 
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Figure 10. Target !i.atellite nearocc~ltaQ.gn _0 that ray 
path exits and reenters the ionosphere through 
the bottoIn (HMYM); two integration paths (PB, PI) 
and ( PB, PZ); two reference profiles at HM 
along each path. 


















Figure 11. Ground tracking configuration; single integration 
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Table lao Azimuth = 0·. Elevation = O· 
Comparilon of ray trace refraction corrections vs. homogeneoul ionosphere modified by a density 
gradi.ent function. Test case at Kashima. Japan. lZh U. T. on 15 January 1969. 
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Comparison of ray trace refraction corrections vs. homogeneous ionosphere modified by a density 
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Compari801). of ray trace refraction corrections vs. homogeneous ionosphere modified by a density 
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Comparison of rt>.y trace refraction corrections vs. homogeneous ionosphere modified by a density 
gr,adient function. Test case at Kashima, Japan. lZh U. T. on 15 January 1969. 
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Table Zb. Azimuth = 90·, Elevation = 10· 
Comparison of ray trace refraction corrections vs. homogeneous ionosphere modified by a density 
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Table lc. Azimuth = 90', Elevation = lO' 
Comparison of ray trace refraction corrections vs. homogeneous ionosphere modified by a density 
gradient function. Test case at Kashima, Japan. llh U. T. on 15 January 1969. 
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Comparison of ray trace refraction corrections va. homogeneous ionosphere modified by a density 
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Comparison of ray trace refraction co'rrections vs. homogeneous ionosphere modified by a density 
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Comparison of ray trace refraction corrections vs. homogeneous ionosphere modified by a density 
gradient function. Test case at Kashima, Japan. lZh U. T. on 15 January 1969. 
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Table 3b, Azimuth = 180'. Elevation = 10' 
Comparison of ray trace refraction corrections vs. homogeneous ionosphere modified by a density 
gradient function. Test case at Kashitna. Japan. lZh U. T. on 15 January 1969. 
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Table 3c. Azimuth = 180·. Elevation = ZO· 
Comparison of ray trace refraction corrections vs. homogeneous ionosphere modified by a density 
gradient func·tion. Test case at Kashima. Japan. IZh U. T. on 15 January 1969. 
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Table 3d. Azimuth = 180· • Elevation = 45· 
Comparison of ray trace refraction corrections vs. homo.geneous ionosphere modified by a density 
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Comparison of ray trace refraction corrections vs. homogeneous ionosphere modified by a density 
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Flow diagram for Case 1 (Figure 6) 
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Ratio of densities is formed as follows: 
Th" last converged profile in the loop is 
chosen as the Reference or Normalized 
Profil,', A profile is then computed at the 
point Pl (either PI or P2). The ratio Y(l) 
then b,','omes D{?l) / DN(PI) where D(PI) 
is till. "l'IIS ity at the point PI and DN(PI) 
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intersection at height 3500 km between" 
t;,e end points POI and POZ. It is 
named PT 1. 
13. There are Z intersection points inside 
the interval (POI, POZ). They are 
named PT I and PTl. PT 1 is doser 
to PO I. PTZ is closer to POZ. 
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but one or two intersections may exist 
outside the interval. 
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PI. = pot 
1"2. ~ P02. 
Solution consists of one point of 
inl"rsection at height 3500 km between 
the <'nd points PO 1 and P02. It is 
ll;lIned PT 1. 
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named PT land PT2. PT 1 is closer . I 
to pal. PT2 is closer to POZ. I ! 
No intersL'(·tions between POI and POl.! 
but one or two lnlersections tnay exist 
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f!l'f.CEDIM ,MIl aANK r::: _ .. 1ICD01IW 
3 ru.lON 
JCL SETUP TO It UN [ON OS PI I SRIC 
CORRECTIO:-': IN SST MODS 
IIlGJKKGU6 JOR IGSOU1I1IIG,T,G00001,008011',lG,MSGlEVEL.Cl.11 
G - 1 
lIe"'411t ClASS.mlElUUTE- ---- ---------------jVI 
II."'AIN- lINES·2~ 
II EXEC PG"'~PA'~U~O,KEGIO~=18Uk 
IISTI:P1I8 00 USN=GOJLM.UTtl.LCAlJ,OlSP-~"R 
IISVS~K1N' DU SVSUUJ=A 
IISVSIN OO~UUNA"'t·OAJAS 
iIPA'KIN 00 OSN=UK8IT.GTU~.KP.FORT,OISP·SHR 
IISE~OUJ-OO OSN-t;SCR,OI SP"'I MOO,P4SSto --------
II SPAC~"'C~vl.IS,I'.RlSE'.UNIT·OISK 
IISUIlRl 1ST {lll \V"1I1lf-A. ~I>"lt .. CCVl.IO,~, .RlSEt ,UNI '.COISk," 






Satellite to "at,,\~,\.., "uDrol'li!w" SST and SSTCNS are modified uSing the 
procedure PAC',t'PD_ T'\.· ,.,,',ro,,\'in<'s are mUIl\bers of the data set 
ORBIT.GTDSa H.!)~ FOHT I. t}l1t,\inin~ till.· ~our\.·e d~cks of the R&D version 
--- - - - ---"\l. 
of GTDS. This d~\ta. ~c. .. t is ~l\l' Pl·t.h't·d\.lt·t~ lnpul data s~t as sp'-'\"'iiil!d by 
the OD card PACKt;-.i, Th,· (Hllplll d .. t" s<·t ,p"dried by OD card SEQOUT 
carries the tt."tlipOrary n.\n'll' &'SCR a.nd l.·(.)nl~\ins th~ updated routines 
SST and SSTCl'\S. It is pass.,d to til<' nt'xl Jul> step where other subroutines 
are added, 
II EXEC UCLFv'~4~~.LI~K='L~r,LIST.MAP,UVLY,SllEaI340~.50K'" 
II Ht:GI,lN.lINK=4·)()K.Kt:GICN.GO::'!>OK 
IIPOSVP.OATA"> ()U .. 
Other B\1broutine~ to bl' YlhHli!'II .. ·d ':'\1"'" t1h-'ll1bers of the! data st.·l on. BIT • 
version of GT!"S. in tht'" til''''it slc'p ot Pl'lH-,·(l\II'\.· UCLEG the-y ~'\r~ n10dified 
;Inti "ddN\ to tl1t' d"t" S('t /"SCR. III til<' ,;(,,'("'<\ st.,p of llCLEG the 
, , 
'. 
4\ :W , 
$ASC 






(modifications - needed only for inclusion of the subroutine in the 
data set &SeR) see note 
$ALFA 





















ORIGINAl! PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Note: 
Subro,-,Unes GQVAD and ALFA a r" members of the data set' 
G - Z 
ORBIT.GTDS.SORSLIB.FORT bllt til"i!" c0mpiled versions 






















(modifications - new version is substitul<'d) 
$DEVFCN.ADD 
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Dislalll'" bdwc.'n PC anel PI, If PC li"s belwcon PI and PZ then 
A"O, 
H - 1 
Subroutino which porforms th" Ilumer",al integration of total el",,-
tron "ontent (XN'l') b,'l""','n points PI and Pl using Gaussian 
quadralure, GULlAL> inlq\ral"s by sl'gmcnts h • .ving und points 
dcfincd by th" array p, 
Stlhrulilint. \l~t.~d tn I'P:>t"qU,'lh'i,' .~n O\1"I'ay uf up to Z() v~\l,ul~s in 
1l1ollutonil'ally il\\'I·t.~d!ill\g. ul'dt.'r II"UI\\ 1,ll'gO$t nl.'gativ~ valuu to 
i..al'guHl pt)sitivl~ v.d~1t·. GH.FS ('.\1\ up,u'at ... ): on a singh,! array or 
00" pail' of arrHy~. if un,-~ of tht' arl'.'YH ,:ont.lins pusitional 
vi~hh~B alung (PI, P'!), tht.~n GRFS will dt.~tutl! redundant points which 
I']einht uf Ilh1xilnllll\ \'\l'i.:trOl1 density. InctcJ'S above t!ilrth surface. 
St.{H'l'S pl't~ViOliB v.,h ... ' of ionusphcl'il' prtlfih, pi.lrall\L·tl~r l-Irvt; u$cd 
\Vhl'n l'onvt'rging (Hl. hl'ig,ht 11M. 
StOI'L";-l lJrl~viuul:i \'~tlUl~ of lltvt \" r,!,; llSl'd whl'n l'unvl;'l'ging on hcig.hl 
11M Y Iv\. 
NI.llnbl~I' of etl.'l1l.l'nls in l\,l'rdY P spl'("ifying lhe nlunbcl' of segnll\nts 
tu Ut' lUh'd to llunH't'icatly inlt.'gt·O\lt.' cl~l.~tron (,:ont~nt bctwct!n Pl 
and P'!. 
USt'(! in intt.'~l'atil'lg \,ll!ct.l·ull l·onb·ul. U ',PC lit':) bc-twt.'t.'11 PI .·\nt.i Pl 
tlwn Ll.:t;S .! "ntl til<' intq:raUut\ ""gllll'nt~ arc (1'I,PC) "lid (PC,P.!), 
If PC Ill'~ ()lIl~idl' (PI, P.", lht'n Ll·~t'jS 1 i.\ud inh'gr.\lion Ht.'gtnt.Hll is 
(P I, I'.!), 
Nt,lIuUt.t' of L.ll·t\\l'lll~ in i.\I'r.\ys X _\n<1 Y n:h_,d in c.llcnlaUng ClL·ctron 
density devhltiun (ut\t.,tion .. 
NUlllb ... 'r of segtnents dividing tht.~ int,,·rv .. ,l (Pl. Pl) intb ('qu;,\l t;·arlh 
l't.~nb'at al\gtt.~$. ll:H~d in dt.~tt.'l·tnining th ... · nllJ)lbt'l" o\" points N to 
bt., USt'<.\ in (h·,nnin~ t.Ill' dt.~vi"tion functiun "'", ... ·h dl·:;t''I'iht·~; ttl.(' 
V"ll'i~d:i.ons in t."1.t.~,.'ll'nl\ dt.~nH.ity ilt"Lwt'en 1)1 .. \l1ti Po! l)r ,\I1Y Ot.ht.H" 
int\'g ration path. 













H • Z 
Function which upon entry returns the number of points needed 
to properly define the electron dens ity gradients between any two 
points in the ionosphere. The input parameters are a) the earth 
'>omtral angle subtended by the line segment joining the two points 
and b) the height above the surface of the earth of the point of 
closest approach of the line segment. 
Array of positions along (PI, PZ) mao'king the end points of the 
segments used to numerically integra.te the total electron content 
between PI and PZ. The points chosen are the intersections of 
(PI,PZ) with the heights HMYM, liM and the five heights 
delineating the topside exponential layers. 
Coordinates of intersection of the line of sight and the bottom of 
the ionosphere. 
Point of closest approach of the line (POI, POZ) to earth center. 
Takes on value of coordinates of points PI or PZ, as appropriate. 
Used to define line segment end point for integration, either 
(pc.:, PI) or (PC,PZ). 
Body fixed XYZ coordinates of end points of line of sight. 
Ground to satellite mode: 
POI is the position vector of ground station 
POZ is the position vector of satellite. 
Satellite to satellite mode: 
POI is the position vector of target satellite 
POZ is the position vector of relay satellite 
Body fixed XYZ coordinates of intersections of line of sight 
and 3500 km sphere. 
Body fixed XYZ coordinate-, of end points of Lhat segement of the 
line of sight (PO I., POZ) which 1 il'~ entirely within the ionosphere. 
Parameter used to distinguish belween path segments on opposite 
sides of PC. If PC lie~ between Pl and PZ then for segment 
(P I, PC) SIDE= N 1 and for (PC, PZ) SIDE= + 1. If PC lies outside 
(Pl. PZ) then SIDE = +1. 
Subroutine which computes and sets up arrays necessary to perform 
a spline interpolation within an array of vlues. Interpolation is 
performed by s llbroutine SPLIN • 
• . _. Array of positions along (PI, PZ) at which the den.sity ratios Yare 
- ~ ·co~puted. The positions·are· in ;;,eterlr Of tllsta~Ce from ·PC 
along (PI, PZ). 




Total electron content integrated along the line of sight from 
POI to POZ. 
H - 3 
Array of electron density ratios used in computing the deviation 
function which defines the electron density gradients along (PI, PZ), 
(PI,PC) or (PC,PZ) depending on the geometry. 
y=DEN(A,e,h) -1 
DENREF(h) 
Where DEN indicates electron density at position A, 11, hand 
DENREF is density of reference profile at height h. 
Ionospheric profile thic!mess parameter YM of lower ionosphere 
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